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I. INTRODUCTION 
In recent CERN high energy experiments (1,2,3,4) the 
reactions V£ + N -• N* + j2 and + N N* + JZ were observed. 
In this paper the theory of the polarization of the final 
particles is developed, especially that of the leptons pro­
duced. 
Several authors have calculated cross sections, summing 
on final states, from somewhat different points of view. 
Herman and Veltman(5)> Kim(6), and Albright and Liu(7) de­
scribed the spin 3/2 resonance by means of the Rarlta-
Schwinger forraallsm(8). Albright and Llu(9) employed the 
SU(6) relations of Bég and Pais(10) to relate the form fac­
tors, and Albright and Liu(11) considered the relatlvistic 
generalization of SU(6). Weaver, Song, Hammer, and Good(12) 
chose a different spin 3/2 wave function, which was recently 
developed by Joos(13), Welnberg(14), and Weaver, Hammer, and 
Good(15). The two formalisms for the spin 3/2 particle are 
equivalent: the connection between them has been shown in 
detail by Shay, Sorand Good(l6). 
The polarization effects, in the related reaction when 
the final baryons have spin 1/2, have been discussed by 
several authors(17,18,19,20,21,22,23) for various cases. 
The most complete reference on neutrinos up to 19^5 is the 
bibliographical book by B. Kuchowl<i;z(24). 
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The outline of this work is as follows: 
The direct interaction Hamiltonians for the processes + 
N N* + JZ. and + N N* + £ are written in terms of 
fourteen form factors in Section II. In Section III, the 
differential cross sections, for definite final lepton 
polarization, are derived. Here some spinor techniques 
which seem to be more convenient than 7* matrix techniques 
for treating high spin cases are demonstrated, and the 
spin 3/2 polarization and projection operators are obtained. 
If the current-current form for the interaction Hamiltonian 
and symmetry for the lepton current are assumed, only 
eight form factors are needed to describe the interaction 
Hamiltonian, and if time-reversal-invariance holds, the 
form factors are all real and the problem becomes simplified. 
There are four types of terms for the differential cross 
sections, one depending on momentum transfer only, one pro­
portional to M. s, one proportional to N-Sj., and one propor­
tional to (NxM) 'S, where N, M, s, and Sj. are the momentum 
of N*, the momentum of the outgoing lepton, the unit vector 
along the polarization direction, and the component of s 
perpendicular to M, respectively. The possible experimental 
tests for the above assumptions for the interaction Hamil­
tonian are given in Section IV. There are three special 
cases treated in this section. First, if the outgoing lepton 
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mass is assumed to be zero, the asymmetry terms, (N*Sj,) 
and (NxM)*s, do not vanish in general, but if the interaction 
Hamiltonian is assumed to be of a current-current form, the 
asymmetry terms vanish and the differential cross section 
is a very simple form as given in Equation 81. Second, 
the , nif/] (N/m^) terms are neglected 
with less than 10% error. Considering a simple case where 
the asymmetry terras do not appear, the differential and 
total cross sections have different forms according to 
whether the current-current form for the Interaction Hamil­
tonian and symmetry for the lepton current are used or 
not. Third, the outgoing lepton is assumed to be polarized 
transversely (i.e., perpendicular to the production plane). 
This is especially useful for checking the validity of time-
reversal-lnvarlance. This polarization cross section is 
also different according to which interaction Hamiltonian 
is used. Also it is suggested that the explicit calculation 
of the polarization cro'ss section might determine which set 
of several sets of form factors, obtained by several authors 
using different methods. Is the suitable one when the above 
assumptions for the interaction Hamiltonian are correct. 
Finally, some splnor properties and the rather lengthy 
formulas for calculating the square of tne interaction 
Hamiltonian are listed in the appendix. 
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II. INTERACTION HAMILTONIAN 
A recently developed description of particles with 
spin (14,15) Is especially convenient for treating the weak 
N* production process 
( 1 ) + N -> N* + . 
In the notation of References 12, 15» and 16, the wave func­
tion of a particle with mass is written as 
( 2 )  ^  =  .  
where for spin 1/2 the sub-matrices X andare two-component, 
for spin 3/2 four-component. 
Let the momentum operator -1-^^be written as N^^, P^, n^, 
and Mp when it operates on any N* function, proton function, 
neutrino function, and lepton function, respectively. The 
wave equations for the spin 1/2 particle and the spin 3/2 
particle with mass are 
(3) ( - lmp)->r = 0 
and 
(4) ( Up + ) Y = 0 , 
where , 
<5) 1 
\ -1 (Tp, 0 / 
and 
/ 
5 
I" 
-S 
The Smatrices were discussed in Reference 16. 
For spin 1/2 the matrix components are simply spinor 
components and (p^. The definition and some properties 
of spinor are given in the appendix. For spin 3/2 the matrix 
components are related to the components of symmetric third-
r a n k  s p i n o r s  ^ a n d  b y  
(y) ''^1 ^ ^ iïz' " ^^122' ^1* '^222' 
' f ' l  =  < P 2  '  ^  ' P k  =  
r 
Then the Dirac equation for the spin 1/2 particle can be 
written in the form 
( 8 )  - ""p -^ pcx ' 
The spin j / 2  wave function satisfies the equations 
^/âo-^rr ^ ' (9) 
N 
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with the auxiliary condition, for any momentum P, 
(10) Pp Pp = -mp^ , 
or in spinor notation 
(11) 
The neutrino wave function is written as 
(12) { ( p )  ,  
where the components are a spinor of the type (jp^. The 
neutrino function satisfies the equation 
(13) "àpip/ = 0 . 
or 
O-p iipT = 0 • 
The positive frequency solutions are neutrino states and 
are left handed. 
In the process of Equation 1, a neutrino is destroyed 
so the function is needed, a lepton is created so the 
function is needed, a nucléon is destroyed 
so the function) is needed, and a spin 3/2 reso­
nance is created so the function =  ( X m , \ f 3  X - ,  t o *  
• •• ••• v.. . 4-4-J-
\/3 X222' \/3 must be used. 
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Lorentz scalars are produced by contracting on the 
spinor indices, so the interaction Hamiltonian correspond­
ing to the interaction of Equation 1 can be established 
from the above four wave functions. The number of possible 
terms can be reduced by using Equation 11 and Equations 8, 
9, and 13 which are the equations of motion for the free 
field operators. 
If it is assumed that the lepton parts do not contain 
lepton momentum spinors, the most general interaction 
Hamiltonian is 
* n" Ftp 
+ P/ •'hp 
* 'Prf 
8 
{ f r f  } 
* ^a'f '^ pX "^ irp P i fn^ 
"*" 9^'^ 0(^ 7 ^  * "if MT "iPp^  Vu 
"*" l^o''^ <*P'>' " ''^ p f H à - f n  
+ ''ll'^ NpY " ^ r ^ f p  v / < p n ^ ( p ^  
+ »n 
+ Npï'^ pô-î'HtV'n'' 
+ ^ 14^ "' "PY p't <Ppj »/ <Pn^ 
+ ^15'p"' "H 6^- 5^^  
+ Fj^ g<p  ^ P^  Xpô- Nj 
+ H.C., 
where the brackets {) denote symmetrizatlon on all free 
9 
spinor indices within the brackets, and the subscripts p, 
n, N, and M denote the proton, neutrino, N* resonance, and 
lepton, respectively. The factor of is included so G has 
the same units as the ^ -decay coupling constant, i.e., 
G = (1.4025 i 0.0022 )xlO erg cm^. The form factors 
depend only on scalar products of four-momentum operators of 
baryons, i .e., (PJM ) or Q = Q^, where = Np - is 
the baryon momentum transfer. Equation 14 is convenient 
for calculation, but is not a unique expression. For ex­
ample, alternatively, one can choose 
the__2nd and 6th terms, respectively. 
The interaction Hamiltonian corresponding to the pro­
cess + N -* N* + j2, can be obtained from Equation l4 by 
replacing and by N and respectively. 
The first eight terms in Equation l4 contain only 
and the terras 1 to 3 and 5 to 7 correspond to the results 
reported in Reference 12, rearranged for convenience of 
calculation. The second set of four terms can be obtained 
from the first set of four by replacing by 
The last eight terms in Equation l4 contain 
only. These last eight terms can be obtained from the 
first eight terras by replacing by and rearranging. 
If, as was done by Albright and Liu, it is assumed that the 
interaction Hamiltonian is a current-current form and that 
10 
7^ -symmetry holds for lepton currents, then only these 
last eight terms oan ooour. The relations between the form 
factors and those of Albright and Liu, and F^^, are 
(15) F = -21 + P^^), 
11 
<> + ""p' 
2 C;'' + P)'' + P/ + Fj). 
- V - V). 
P13 = - 21 (P/ - P/) , 
16 (F/ - p/ - p/ + pj) 
11 
These connections are found by converting from the Rarita-
Schwinger components' to the spinor components by 
(16, ^^'=4 ' 
y . 
where the Rarita-Schwinger wave function is = ((p"^). 
The connection between these two formalisms was discussed 
in detail by Shay, Song,and Good(16). 
Actually there are fourteen independent terms in 
Equation 14'since, in consequence of the energy and momentum 
conservation, the 11th and 15th terms can be expressed by 
other terms as follows: 
m r P; ^  'Ptf' = ^ 'Pnf 'Pu 
""m ' ' 
(17) 
Hereafter we will consider only these fourteen terms. 
The form factors are real if time-reversal-invariance 
holds. Under time-reversal, x' = x and t' = - t, the wave 
12 
function operators and momentum splnors transform according 
to 
X' (x-) = (x"?---- (X)]* , 
(X p • • • • 
(18) 
( X ) ] * ,  
(X p • • • • 
where n is the number of upper indices, and 
(19) = Po(0 * etc. 
The reality of the F^.follows from the invariance property 
(20) H' = H*. 
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III. CALCULATION OF PRODUCTION CROSS SECTION 
For a fermion with mass and spin s, the spinor compon­
ents of the field operator are found, from Equation 33 of 
Reference 15 and Equation 17 of Reference 12, to be 
(21) Y(X't)=v2 2 + 
p.K.. 
where it is normalized in a volume V for convenience. The 
quantities and are the destruction and creation 
operators with the properties 
(22) [bgKp' ^ E'K'p'] + " ^KK' ^ pp* ' 
^^EKp' ^ e'K'pO+ " f^^Kp' ^ €'K'p'^ + " ° ' 
and 
(23) "^eKp = E 2 exp [sea.p/p arotanh |] 
where the are the solutions of the eigenvalue equation 
for the rest system Hamiltonian, 
( 2 ^ )  / 3  m  = e m  .  
The time-independent matrix element for process (1) 
14 
becomes 
(25) = 
1 
* p/Nh3 
i K ^ " }  
" ( -Vii ^  p"'^ H/ (p^^x/ 
+ Pfg "M 1».'^ V) 
+ ^ 7»^ ' ^PA "àr F/ Npp 
t^/V) 
+ (-"M^IS " ^8)<P^\A %"'r '^npV 
+ "« p/^p-
h''Pnç'Cn 
+ ^ NpY ''^ pô- 'Cn-i 'Pri' 
+ N.^ <pp^ pj %0-
+ F^ g)(^ "P N^ , P^ . K/ (f/ Xpô-] , 
The notation of Equation 21 will be used for the neutrino 
also, omitting the K index. 
Consider the field operator in momentum space, 
which is normalized in the sense that 
(2?) ^ ^ (% ^^e'K'^cx ^  ^KK" 
for 8= 1 / 2  and j/2 so that the inner product C^jV)j which 
was defined in References 15 and I6, is dimentionless. 
Here is defined as 7^ . The standard methods, 
translated into the present spinor notation, give for the 
neutrino 
(28) = gg; • 
16 
and the sums over polarizations of the other spin 1/2 particles 
(29) 
<®p " " 2E^ f«T-
Applying the Dirac equations, Equation 8, one gets also 
(30, = # s: ^ 
0 
z  X ^ ( p ^  -  2 E  - -% (p^X ' 
For the sums over polarizations of the spin 3/2 particle, 
one obtains (12) 
(3;^ ) " ïàj; 2 Hp;. «a-H "tV ' 
N p 
where 2 means the sum over all permutations of either (çxrT) 
or (AjiV^. 
Now consider the cases when polarization effects are 
included. For the free particle of spin 1/2, the three-
vector polarization operator is defined in Reference 25 as 
(32) â = ^[(Ô'-P)| P + P X .(pê-x P)] 
17 
or 
=(3  ^(Ô-.P) [| -|3] P . 
For any unit vector s, ff-s has eigenvalues +1. A system 
in an eigenstate of (y«s with eigenvalue + 1 is said to be 
polarized In the § direction. For spin 1/2, the energy pro­
jection operator is 
(33) Ag = g [1 + ) . 
where H = o(.P + and €= + 1, and the polarization projec­
tion operator is 
(34) " 2 ^ , 
where K = + 1. As is well known, 
(35) 
Sometimes it is convenient to introduce the four-vector 
polarization operator Tju which is defined in Reference 25 to 
be 
T = r- (ir - P ) = Qa- - 1 , 
(36) 5 5 ) m 
T. = -y, M. -iH) = 1 ^  . 
^ m m 
or 
7p 7^ ' 
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Introducing also a four-vector??^, which has components 
(8,0) in the rest system of the particle and in the labora­
tory system, 
(37) 
•n^  = 1 p.g 
m 
and 
(38) = 0 , 
one gets the relation 
(39) e-g = 1 • 
Then Equations 33 and 3^ can be written as 
Pk = I (1 + K T„nu) , (40)  
which are expressed covariently except for the factor m/E 
in Ag* Here A- is the energy projection operator in (^P, 
-E) system. Therefore, using Equations 26, 33, 34, and 35, 
it follows that for the positive energy state, i.e., 6= + 1, 
19 
where is the spinor associated with the four-vector 
Also using the Dirac equations, Equation 8, one gets 
ITl • 
(42) (p'Xt: = I 5AT- h 
and 
(43)  
m K . 
- ii -iiÇ Î-
For spin 3/2, the field operator § , which differs from 
that in Equation 26 by a constant factor (m/E)2, is defined 
by 2 
(44) $= (E/ra)^  . 
The wave equation, Equation 4, can be written as 
etS) 0 . 
Replacing Np, in the above equation by -Np, it becomes 
('^ 6) Np ) ë = 0 . 
Then the energy projection operators are 
(47) j [l + £r^(N)) , 
20 
where "H(N) is defined as 
(48) r,(N)= i "" . 
m 
The Aç differ from those in Equation 33» and again A- is 
the energy projection operator in (-N, -E) system. The 
field operator $ is normalized as 
(^9) ^ ^€€' ^ KK* * 
The polarization projection operator for arbitrary 
spin s has been introduced in Reference 26, i.e., 
^ " (s-K)} (s+K) ! + K') , 
K'=-s 
where T^ is the polarization operator. For spin 3/2, this 
becomes 
( ^ ) 
p| =|(T^.7rf, - |)-[T„Tï^ +|] , 
2 
(1) 
Pl^ = - I (TpT^f, - ' 
2 
(51) 
P!i' = - |]-[TpTr^ - §] +1], 
21 
(|) 
p ^  - I (TpTl^, - fJ'CTp'nf, - +1) • 
" 2  
These can be written as 
1 ()) 
(52) [(T^n^,)^ + a(T^J,n^4)^ + 
+ b(TuTTu) + c) , M 'T 
where a = (3/2» 1/2, -1/2, -3/2)* b = (-l/^, -9/^» ~9/^» 
-1/4), and c = (-3/8, -9/8, 9/8, 3/8), for K (sm^) = 3/2, 
1/2, -1/2, and -3/2, respectively. For spin 3/2, one also 
gets 
'53' ^M= - sii '"•"«W.r 
and 
1 7 ' 
(Sit) 1 A  + 4 
=  - 1 1  V ,  irf.rt.rt/, -
-  %  i y .  y ^ . y y f ,  
om 
The projection operators can also be expressed in terms of 
the field operators as 
22 
(55) 
X 
6 
2 
K m 
6 
2 2 
e m 
g 
2 
m 
^^3 ^%K^0( • 
Using Equations 26, 44, 4?, 50 and 55» it follows that for 
the positive energy state. 
8(3!)% P-P ^ 
(56) 
2  [n.KW «  
8(3!) Ejj 
where K^ = K^ = K^ = + 1 for K = 3/2, K^ = K^ = + 1 and 
K = - 1 for K = 1/2, = + 1 and Kg = = - 1 for K = 
- 1/2, and = Kg = = -1 for K = - 3/2. The result in 
Equation 31 can be obtained by summing the above over the 
23 
polarizations. 
Using Equations 25» 28, 29, 30, 31» 4l, and 42, one can 
obtain the absolute square of the matrix element of the 
interaction Hamiltonian. If the particles are unpolarized, 
one averages this absolute square of matrix element over 
the polarizations of the initial particles and sums over 
the polarizations of the final particles. Then it becomes 
(57) 2 l<flHll>l^= . 
ZV-^EpE^E^E^ 1=1 
where 
(58) = (Pn)(NM) + (PM)(Nn) , 
Xg = (Pn)(NM) - (PM)(Nn) , 
X_ = (Nn)(NM) , 
= (PN)(PM) , 
X5 = m^p(Mn) , 
xg = ' 
Xy = ' 
2 
and the are functions of (PN) or Q only, and these are 
listed in the appendix. 
Consider next the absolute square of the matrix element 
of the interaction Hamiltonian when the outgoing lepton 
24 
Is polarized. Averaging it over the polarizations of the 
initial particles and summing over the polarizations of 
the outgoing resonance, it becomes 
2 7 
(59) i |<fîH|i>|2 = -—G [ 2: B.x, 
- Km {R, [(Pn)(N72-) + (Nn)(P%)] 
m 1 
+ Rg [(Pn)(N%) - (Nn) {P7r) ]  
+ R_ (Nn)(N7r) + Rj^ (Pn)(P%) 
+ Rc m-,m (nn) + Ro<PN;?n>} 
^ JM p o 
+ K [R C(nM) ( N n )  - (nn)(MN)] 
+ R q^  [(nM)(Prr) - (nTr)(PM)] 
+ R^^ (nN) [(NM)(Pn) - (PM)(NTr)] 
+ R^2 (Pn)UNM)(Pn) - (PM)(Nn)] 
+ [R^2 + R^^ (nN) + R^^ (Pn)] <PN7m> } ]. 
where <ABCD> = € Hereafter K will not be 
used for spin 1/2 and it will be contained in 71" or s since 
K = + 1 for spin up and K = -1 for spin down. The terms in 
the Equations 58 and 59 are not independent, but they are 
25 
so written for convenience. The > R^, R^, R^, and 
Eg terms can be obtained if the first or last eight terms 
of Equation l4 are considered. Therefore, if the current-
current form is used for the Interaction Harailtonlan and 
chlrallty invariance holds for the lepton current, only 
these six terms are valid. The R^, Ry, R^, R q^» ' 
^13' sind R^^ terms come from the cross product of the 
first eight terms and the last six terms of Equation 25« 
It is noted that R^, R^, R^, R^, R^, R^, Ry, and Rg are 
of the same order, but R^, R^^, R^^, R^g, ^ ^3' ^ 4' 
R^^ are not. 
If time-reversal-invariance holds, Rg, R^^» R^^» and 
R^^ terms are zero. Then using the relations, 
(P,M )(M s ) 
(60) (PA) ' 
and therefore 
26 
(61) 
= â • CP- ^  + ] 
= g . [A x(PxM) . !a R + A (p.H)] , 
M 
one obtains 
2 7 
(62) i |<flHll>|2 = -5-2 2 E X (l+f:s), 
2 W^EpE^E^E^ i=l 
Where ^  is the polarization vector which is defined as 
r 
(63) "P =• - -y!-! { [(Bj^  + Hj) (Pn) + Sj(Nn)]-
2 BX 
i=l ^ 
ri , (NM) M 1 
EM 
+ C(R^ - R2)(Nn) + R^(Nn)] •Cp - ) + 
M M' 
+ (PM) M 3 
r - ^n^ . (nM) M ni 
° • (E„+in„) m|,(E^) ' 
27 
Iw 
{ R^CM X (N X ÏÏ) - 5i 3 
1=1 
E (n-M) - E (P.M) 
+ R [Mx (Pxn) 2 -—2 M ] 
+ [Rj^^(nN) + X (PxN) 
E (N-M)-E-.(P.M) 
- "tEN +%) " ^  ^ 
Since the density matrix I(cr) is proportional to 
2 l<flHfi>l when s is replaced by the Pauli matrix one 
gets 
(64) 9 = ^  
For the calculation of the differential cross section, 
the treatment given in Kallen's book (27) will be used. 
Introducing the Mandelstam variables s and t, 
s = - (P + n)^ = - (N + 
(65) P ? ? 
t = — (N — P) = - (M — n) ~ ~ Q, , 
and using the identity 
28 
(66) A(x,y,z) = - 2xy - 2 xz - 2yz . 
the differential cross section becomes 
'Sc. - éJ • I w-'. 
A(s,nip , 0) 
in the center of mass system. Since 
( 6 8 )  f f l ' c H  '  ï ï k  \ / A ( s , m ^ , 0 )  •  m / )  g  ,  
one has 
<69) €)unp=l=5Sv!^ • 
Therefore, using Equation 57 when particles are unpolarized, 
one gets 
(70) (f)unpoi = A • 
When the outgoing lepton is polarized, using Equations 64 
and 69» one obtains 
(71) (tf)poi = É • "i*" '^i(-t)(i^-) 
^  ^ S — m  ;  1 — X  
+ {_rnpj Rg + (nN) + (nP)]<PN%n) ]. 
29 
When tlrae-reversal-lnvariance holds, one also gets the 
relation 
and the length of the polarization vector along the s direc-
.'tion is 
(73) p, = lSH-SS = 'p-= • 
In general, the <PNl?n> terms should be considered in Equa­
tions 72 and 73» and the experimental measurements of these 
terms will decide the violation of time-reversal-invariance, 
which will be discussed later. 
In the next section, the special cases of the above will 
be discussed. 
30 
IV. DISCUSSION OF SPECIAL CASES 
In the proton rest frame, one has 
(74a) = nip [-E^(NM) - Ej^(Nn)] , 
(74b) Xg = fflp [-E^(NM) + Ej^^(Nn)] , 
(74c) X = (Nn)(NM) , 
(74a) = n.p2 E^E„ , 
(74e) X = m^m^^nM) , 
(74f) Xg = m^m^^Nn) , 
(74s) Xy = - ' 
and 
(75a) (Pn)(NY^) + (Nn)(P)r) 
= - % (M.s)[E (Nn) + E (NM)] - m E (N- S X )  -
m„E„ P " 
- (N.M)(s.M) , 
(75b) (Pn)(NTT) - (Nn)(Pn) 
m 
(M.s)[E„(Nn) - E (NM)] - m E (N-si) 
mj^Ej^ M n p n 
_ (N.M)(g.M) , 
31 
(75c) (Nn)(Nlft) = + (Nn)(N-Sx) + 
MM 
+ ^  (Nn)(N.M)(5.M) , 
m 2 
(75d) (Pn)(Pn) = ^  E (M-s) , 
n 
m m-T _ .  _ .  
(75e) m m inft) = (nM)(M.s) + m m./N.si) + 
P ^  p N 
(75f) <PN#n> = inip <NMâ> , 
(75g) (nM)(NY^) - (nn)(MN) 
= Ej.ni_(N• SJ. ) - (N- S X )  + [E,,(n.M) 
- E^ (N.M)} (M.s) ,  
(75h) (nM)(Pn) -  (nn)(PM) = (N-Sx) + 
+ inpmj^j(n .M) (M* s) ,  
(751) (NM)(P#) -  (PM)(N7^) = WpE^ (N.sx) + 
+ (N«M)(M.s) ,  
where Sx is the component of è orthogonal to the outgoing 
32 
lepton momentum, 
(76) Sx = a - M (s.M) 
and 
(77) N.Sa. = (M X (N X M)} . s = n-sx . 
Using the above Equations 74a-g and 75a-i, Equation 59 
becomes 
g2 
(78) il<flHli>|^ 2 " 
[[ - R^m [E^(NM) + Ej^(Nn)] + RgW [E^UNn) -
- E^(NM)] + (Nn)(NM) + 
+ Vp' Vu + B5VN + 
+ ( Hgii. p(Mn) - + 
+ E„mp (Bg + (nN) -
- B^g E m }(N.Sx) - (N-S*) + 
+ {(R^ + Rg) MpEy - R^ (Nn)-
- ™P°n' (N.sx). + 
+ Eiomp} (iî.ê) - B; (H.ê) + 
+ + BlO=p ^ "p [Bii'Nn) " 
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2 
- (N.fi)(M.s) + ^  {(R^ + 
+ Rg) tiipE^ R^(Nn) - R^mpm^)(N.M) 
(M.s) + 1 Mp f-m^Rg + R^^ + R^^(Nn) -
- RL_m E } < Ms > ] . 
15 p n 
A. Zero Outgoing Lepton Mass 
In the limit where m^ is zero, this becomes 
2 
(79) i l<f|H|i>|2 = ^ — 
2 '•v2E^EpE„E„ 
[{-R^mp[E^(NM) + Ej^(Nn)] + R^m^LEj^CNn) -
- E^(NW)] + R^(Nn)(NM) + B^mp^E^E^ + 
+ B^mpm^fn-M)] (l - + E^m^ (R^ + 
+ Rio + Rii(Nn) - R^gVp^ (N.sx) + ^ 
+ i m {Rto + Rn,,(Nn) - R,-m E }<NMs>], 
p 13 14 15 p n 
This equation contains the asymmetry terms (N- S X )  and 
<NMs> = (NxM)'S . If the current-current form is assumed for 
the interaction Hamiltonian, the R^» R^^» R^» R^^' R^^' 
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and terms do not appear. That is, the asymmetry 
terms do not appear, and therefore Equation 79 becomes 
2 
(80) 7 ;<flH|l>)2 = —^ (1 - M's) X 
4V 
{-R^m^ [E^(NM) + Ej^(Nn)] + B^mpCE^CNn) -
- E (NM)] + R_(Nn)(NM) + Rj,ni„^E^E„ + 
n J ^ p n ri 
+ R^mpm^(nM)} . 
In this case, the differential cross section becomes 
= <ffUpci '1 -
or 
dt pol = (ât'unpol . 
and the total cross section for a fixed value of s becomes 
(82) (Tpol = CTunpol (1 - cos 6j^) 
where 8^ is the angle between the polarization direction 
and the direction of motion of the outgoing lepton. This 
form has been discussed for the |^ + P A + ]/process by 
Azimov and Shekhter(18) when the incoming muon is polarized. 
The asymmetry terms in Equation 79 do not vanish unless 
the current-current form is assumed for the interaction 
Hamiltonlan and 7^-symmetry holds for the lepton current 
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or unless time-reversal-invariance holds and the outgoing 
muon is polarised transversely, i.e., the polarization of 
the muon is perpendicular to the plane containing the neu­
trino and the outgoing lepton momenta. But the asymmetry 
terms are relatively small since ordinarily the momentum 
of the outgoing resonance is small compared with its mass 
and energy. The experimental measurements of these asym­
metries will decide whether the current-current form for 
J 
the interaction Hamiltonian and symmetry for the lepton 
current are correct assumptions. 
B. Small m^/E^ and N/m^ 
Since the outgoing lepton mass m^^ is small compared 
2 2 
with its momentum and energy, we can ignore the m^^^ /E^ 
terms when the outgoing lepton is a muon. Also, since 
the outgoing resonance has a small momentum compared with 
its rest mass, one can use 
( 8 3 )  %  =  " • „  Î 1  +  I  .  
and 
(84) (NK) = N-K - m.,E [l + J . 
N N 2 m^/ 
—2 2 for any four momentum K. The N /m^ terras can be neglected 
with less than 10% error, and so can the N/m^.m^/E^, and 
2 2 
mj^ /E^ terms within this limit of error. Then Equation 78 
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becomes 
g2 ( 85 )  è  l<f|H|i>| 2  = 
2 4v2E„EpE„E„ 
X [[-R^mp[E^(NM) + Ej^(Nn)] + Rgm^EE^CNn) -
- E^(NM)] + R^(Nn)(NM)+ E^m^^E^E^ + 
+ BjmpmN(nM)} (1 - V^'S) 
+ ] -
- % + 
+ Rio + Rii(Nn) _ RigE^mp] (N.gV) + 
^ 1 Bi^(Nn) - E^^mpE^} 
<.NMs> ] . 
Again the dominant term in this expression is the first 
term, which is only valid if the current-current form is 
assumed for the interaction Hamiltonian. This equation • 
is not invariant under time-reversal, and the terms which 
are responsible for the violation of time-reversal-
invariance are too large to be neglected. The F 
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are functions of (PN), and the are defined in terms 
of the and (PN). Since (PN) is constant in this 
approximation, the and are also constants in this 
1 2 
approximation. The remaining part of — |<f|H|i>| , except 
(M's), (N-SA), and <NMs>, can be expressed in terms of the 
Mandelstam variables t and s, so that the differential and 
the total cross sections can be easily treated. Here also 
the experimental determination of the existence of the asym­
metry terms within this limit will decide whether the current-
current form for the interaction Hamiltonian is a correct 
assumption. 
Consider a simple case where (N'Sx) = 0 and time-
reversal- Invariance holds. Then Equation 85 becomes 
2 
(86) 3" |<f|Hli>|^ = —^ [a(t) + b(t) -
- [a ( t ) - c ( t )} Vj^. s ] , 
where a(s,t), b(s,t), and c(s,t) are defined as 
(87) a(s,t) = - R^mpCE^(NM) + Ej^(Nn) ] + [Ej^(Nn) -
- E^(NM)] + Rj(Nn)(NM) + R^m^^E^Ej^ + 
b(s,t) = raj^CRgmp(Nn) - Rym^m^E^] , 
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o ( s , t )  =  .  
Using the relations, 
(88a) 
(88b) 
(88c)  
(88d) 
(88e)  
(88f)  
and 
(88g)  
(NM) = I Cm/ + 
(Nn) =1 
(nM) = ^  [t - m^2] , 
2 - s] ^  I Lm/ - s] , 
t] - ^  [m ^ - 8 
C p 
2 - S 
'^n'lab - 2^ 
'^n'lab " ET 
s 
1 r 2 1 [s - Wp ] . 
Éi; [s +1 - ] , 
'^s'iab 2mp '•"p "N t] , 
V, M 
JL\ 
[(s + t - m^ZjZ _ 2mg2Q^2]2 
s + t - m 
N 
a(s,t), b(s,t), and c(s,t) become 
(89a) a(s,t) = A q(s) + A^(s)t + Agtsït' 
(89b) b(s,t) = B2(8)t 
(89c) c(s,t) = 0^(8) + C^(s)t + C2(s)t' 
where the A., B., and C. are defined as 1 1 1 
(90a)  Ao(s) = ^  [ZR^ + R] + Rz^] (8-mp2)(s-m%2), 
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(s) - ^  (R^ - R2)(2s - m + 
P 
+ Î 83(3 - m/) + Ç B^(s - m/) + I 
A ^ U )  = 1 (B^- Rg) . 
(90b) Bp(s)  = I  -  mp2)[Bym% -  R^nip]  
Bi(s) = . I EgnipH^ , 
(9O0) Cgts) = - ^  (s-n,/)[R5(mp2+„^2, + , 
C^(s}--—^ [snip (s-nlpj )R q^  + (iDp +mjj ;)Eg3 , 
C^(s) = 0 Rq  
2 ta/ 9 
Then the differential cross section becomes 
'51'  ( i?'pol  = 22 + v") (1 - V + 
4-11 [ S-TOp) 
+ (Bq + B^t) + (CQ + C^t + Cgt^)V^.s}. 
The total cross section can be found by integrating the 
above from t . to t . The t . and t are given as 
mm max m in max 
follows : 
( 9 2 )  =  > '  -  2 V p  ^  2 ' N l - I P l  
max 
^•Q 
= + mp^ - -^(s + nip^J (s + + 
+ ^  (s-inp^)Cs^- 28(m%2 + + 
; + (m/ - m/)2]2 . 
2 2 Since s = iDp + 2mpE^ In the laboratory system, the mj^^ 
terms can be neglected in the above equation in the high 
energy limit. Then Equation 92 is " 
(93) tmln " " s (s - m/) . 
t = 0 . 
max 
The total cross section becomes 
G (s-m^T  ) 2. 
'"o + V + 2 (4 + + 
+ 5 *2%^ - ((Ao - Co) + 2 '4 - Ci't + 
+ 5 (*2 - CgitZ] V^4], 
12 2 
where t =-- (s - m^ )(s - m^ ). 
The polarization cross section along the s direction is 
given by 
( 9 5 )  d(r(s) - dcr(-s) _ -G^ 
" 2ir(s  -  mp2)2 
[(Ag - Cg) + (A^ - C^)t + (Ag - CgjtZjVM'S , 
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while the differential cross section averaged over the 
spin states is given by 
( 9 6 )  
ZiXs - m 2)^ 
[(Aq + BQ) + (A^ + B^)t + AgtZ], 
Therefore, the length of the polarization vector along the 
s direction is 
( 97 )  P = -  ^0 "  '^0 I  ^^2 "  2%^* V - S  .  
® Ag + Bq + (A^ + B^)t + Agt^ 
In the extremely high energy limit, i.e., ()^ab ^ 
or s ->oo, Aq(s) is the largest of the A^, B^, and C^. 
In this limit, 
(98) AQ ( S )  =  ^  [2R^ +  R +.R^] s^ 
and therefore. 
(99) acts) + da(-8) 
The measurement of this will give A Q ( S ). One also gets 
(100) Pg(E^ ->00) = - V^'8 Ci- cos ôj^ • 
In conclusion, for small m^/E^ and N/m^ and if the current-
current form is assumed for the interaction Hamiltonian, 
42 
then.} with less than 10^ error, the differential cross 
section is 
(101) 'It'pol = 2)2 "-^0 + - Vf^•î) 
This is again Equation 81. When the final particles are 
unpolarized, the differential and total cross sections are 
(102) 2ïï(s-m (^1 + + Agt] , 
and 
G (s-m^ ) n 1 o 
(103) (r= L [A. + i (A, + B, )f + 
2ns(8-mp2) 0 0 2 1 1 3 2 
m ^ m 2 
where t' = -s(l - -^) (1 - ——). The validity of the 
S s 
current-current form for the interaction Hamiltonian can 
be checked from the above equation too. 
C. Transverse Polarization 
Now consider a possible violation of time-reversal-
invar iance. Herman and Veltman(21) used the transverse 
polarization of the muon in the process 
(104) i; + N P + fu 
as a means of detecting a possible violation of time-
reversal-invariance. Here transverse means perpendicular 
to the plane containing the neutrino and muon momenta. A 
non-zero value for the transverse muon polarization cross 
43 
section indicates violation of time-reversal-invariance. 
Adler(19) and Fujii(22) considered this by studying the 
outgoing nucléon transverse polarization in the process 
of Equation 104. 
Let us consider the outgoing lepton to be polarized 
transversely. Then 
(105) (N'Sx)=0=(M-s), 
and therefore, Equation 78 becomes 
(106) (if)poi = (sE'unpol [1 + D't) <NMs>] , 
where D(t).is defined as 
(107) D(t) = i [-m^Rg + R^^ + R^^(Nn) - R^^MpE^] 
X [-R^Mp {E^(NM) + EJ^(NN)} + [E^^NN) -
- Ej^(N]vi)3 + R^(Nn)(NM) + R^nip^E^Ej^ + 
+ R^m m^XnM) + [R,m (Nn) -
5 p N M op 
Again, if the current-current form is assumed for the interac­
tion Hamiltonian, the R^, Ry, R^^, R^^, and R^^ terms do not 
appear, and D(t) is relatively small. If in addition it is 
assumed that R^, R^, R^, R^^, R^, and Rg are of the same order 
of magnitude, the violation of time-reversal-invariance is 
44 
less than 10^. If this assumption is not used for the 
interaction Hamiltonian, the violation of time-reversal 
invariance will increase. The experimental measurement 
will decide whether the time reversal Invariance and the 
current-current form for the interaction Hamiltonian are 
correct assumptions by studying Equation 106. 
Finally, the polarization cross section of the target 
particle and the outgoing N* resonance can be calculated. 
When the current-current form for the Interaction Hamil­
tonian, 7^-symmetry for the lepton current, the time-
reversal- invariance are assumed, the differential cross 
section of the outgoing lepton of the process of Equation 1 
becomes 
("8) <1-^ ' 
+ m^[(E^ + BgjmpE^ - -
_ R,m^y(N.L) - R. (M'S) , 
^ ^ m 
and the second and third terms of this equation are small 
compared with the first term as discussed in Subsection B. 
However, if the polarization of the target particle or N* 
resonance is considered instead of the polarization of the 
outgoing lepton, these terms are in general not small. 
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Several authors, such as Berman and Veltman(5)» Albright 
and Liu(9>ll)> Purlan, Jengo, and Remiddi(28), obtained 
the explicit values of form factors at zero momentum trans­
fer using different methods. All of these values are real, 
and therefore, if these form factors are used, the inter­
action Hamiltonian is invariant under time-reversal. If 
one considers the polarization cross of the outgoing lepton, 
target particle or outgoing N* resonance, it might be 
possible to determine which set of these form factors is 
the most suitable one to discuss the process of Equation 1.  
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VII. APPENDIX 
A. Definition and Some Properties of Spinors 
The notation used for the spinor is as follows: A 
spinor with a lower dotted index is a two-component 
function that transforms according to the rule 
(Al) A"(x') = exp ( iT. s ) X(x ) . 
relative to the Lorentz transformation continuous with 
the identity 
(A2) X'* = a^p xp . 
In Equation Al,Xis a column matrix with elements and 
X^, and £ are the spin 1/2 matrices. A spin with an upper 
dotted index is defined by 
(A3) X^= g 
1 2 
so that X is and A' is . Also, a spinor with an 
upper undotted index is defined by 
(A4) X'^= . 
The matrix icr^ is of Reference 15 for spin 1/2. Dots 
on the indices denote complex conjugation of functions 
or Hermitian conjugation of wave function operators, i.e., 
(A5) (y")* = = %» 
The components of the Pauli matrices where is i, 
are written as 
(A6) (O-plap, = - . 
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because is a Lorentz four-vector. The proof that 
it is a four-vector follows from the fact that 
(A7) Cexp (i [exp ( 1 T.s)] = a py <5"y , 
which also gives the relation between the parameters t 
and the transformation coefficients a^y. The splnor com-
ponents of = - i are defined by 
(A8) P^ = - ((rp)^,j P^ , 
Let us consider some properties of momentum spinors which 
are useful for the calculations in Section III. 
(A9) (P*P)* = P^^ = P^<^ , 
(Pap)* = = Pj8o( , 
(AlO) (P*p)* = P'^g , (P^)"^ = P'^a , 
(All) P^^ = - P^"' N/ , 
(A12) Ppo, + Np^ P"*"^ = - 2(PN) , 
where (PN) = P^N^. 
Let us write = P and P^^ = P for convenience when 
spinors are contracted with other spinors. Then one has 
the following relations: 
(A13a) P*P = (PN) = - 2(PN), 
(13b) (ÂNBN) = (ANBN) = 2[2(AN)(BN) + m^^ (AB)], 
(13c) (ÂBCD) = (DCBA) = 
= 2[(AB)(CD) + (AD)(BC) - (AC)(BD) + <ABCD> ]. 
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(A13d) (ÂNBNCN) = (ÇNBNAN) 
= - 8(AN)(BN)(CN) -
-  2 m j j ^ [ ( A N ) ( B C )  +  ( B N ) ( A C )  +  ( C N ) ( A B )  -
- <NABC> ] , 
( A 1 3 e )  ( P A N P B N )  = 4(PN) [ ( P A ) ( N B )  +  ( P B ) { N A )  -  ( P N ) ( A B ) ]  +  
+ 2[2m^2 (PA)(PB) + 2m 2 (NA)(NB) + 
+ nip^ (AB) + 2(PN) <PANB> ] . 
B. The Explicit Values of the 
Using Equations A9-A13e and Equations 25, 28, 29, 30, 
31, 4l, 42, and 43, one has 
2  7  
(Al4) |<flHli>i^=-^—— 9 R.X. , 
where the are defined In Equation 58 and the R^ are 
defined as follows: 
+ 2n./n,p\(P2P5«) + | + 
+ i ( VlO* ' + ' + 
+ (PN)[-2Rg(F^F2*) - 4R^(F^F^*) -
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• - "N^I^efVu*' - mN^Be(Pi2Pi4*)] + 
• 2(PN)^[F2^+ EgtPgPy*) -
%®pEg<F3V' - 2"l„Bg(P^P^*) + Pg: - 2(PM) 
Bg(PgPy*)] + [(PN)2 - 2].[-l6(PN)2p 2 
l6(PN)mj,2m^E^(F^p^*) + 8(PN)2py2 +, i j. 
* "u^e "'ll''l3* ' '"' 2 ^13 ^ ' 
VA^Ve'"'! - - I "tlW * 
I %'Pl2' + I I mpmN'SetP^ Pio*)* 
(PN)[E^(P^P^*) + Zm^mpH^CPjPg») - 8n,^n,pR^(P^Fg»)-
2Ve<P5V - I Ve'Vl3*' " I Ve'PloPlZ*):-
2{PN)^[Bg(P2P4* + PgPg*)] + [(PN)^-m/mp^:-
[-4(PN)R^(FjP^*) + km^mpB^lF^Fg*) -
%Ve'W - '^(PN)%(W' - I ^lo' + 
+1 "13' : -
53 • 
- %\b^<F2V + - Vp\(^f6*l + 
+ m^mpRelP^Pig*) - |  Vp'^e' Vl3*' " 
- I "NVe'^'lO^lZ*' + <™' 
3F 2 
- 3 ' %V " %Ve<W' -
N 
+ Zmp'Pg" - I Fg" + Ve'P9''lO*' + 
" 2Vp'^«'Vl4*) - I + 
+ (PN)2[8m ZRgtF^F^*) - 4m^B^(F^Fy*) - ZB^fF^F^^*)-
-ZEgCF^gF^^*)] + [(PN)2 - m/nip^]-[-8{PN)mp^F3^ " 
- + 8(PM)mp2py2 + ^«<^10^11*' " 
-4(PN)F^^2] . 
5^ . 
I + (PN)[-4n,/E^(Pj^Fj») + 
+ Zm^Zp^Z]  +  4(PM)2 [ZmHZRgtFgF^') -
- m^\(PgP^»)] + C(PN)2 . m/mp2].[-8(PN)mj,2p^2 _ 
-  16 inj^ \ H (P^P^») + 8(PN)m^2pp2] _ 
"N^BefPiP;*) - I m„%(F9Pi2*) + | "NS^e'Vl3*'^ 
" - R^(FiPg') - m^R^IPgP^.) -
+ <™''  ^e(PiP2^> -  4 ;  '^'^2'  + 
+ 2R2(W> + E^tylPgPg*)] + C(PN)2 _ „/„,p2] . 
f ^  + 2R3(P,P^') - ^  E^( V3*'-
- ^  BefPfPl]*) - ^(PNiR^fPgPy*) + 4(PN)fy2 _ 
- ^  - ivi "4' - 2Re< 
+ Be'V?') - Be'FgPy* ) -
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• «e'FloFlz") ' \(PloV - ^  ^ef^loW-
• r (PN)P^,2- ^  B^(PnPi3*) + 
P P 
iVe^iFig*) - • «„".pBe(I'iFx3*) + I •»N'Re<''5V'^ 
• t'e'I'lV + «^(^2^12*)+ 
%®e(''2Pl3*' - V - W' + 
m,, 
Ve<Vl2*> + ^ V^5^12*1 + 
- '"N®e'V9*'^ + (PN)2[-Bg(Fj^Pj^^*) + 
1 1 
S; ^.(PgFg*) - - H.CP^P,^,*) + i R,(F8P,2») -
2Ve(P6>'ll*) - Ee(Vl]*) + 2 4^ + 
2 ^  \<P6V - Ee< W ^  
P 
^ ;r • ^-Ve'^2''lO*' + 
2>®e"'3V' - N^'^NlEeCP F^iQ.) + 
5é 
- 2n.„mp2(PN)R^(P3P^^M + 
2 , n ^ ( P N ) S ^ ( F ^ , F ^ ^ . )  +  Z m / r a ^ B ^ ( )  +  
Ve'^S^lO*' " mMBe'PeflZ*) + Z-NS"^* W' 
2mjj(PN)R^(F F^2*' + 2m^^PN)Eg(FyF^ *) -
2m„(PN)%(P^F^^*) - Zm/mpEglFgP^^*) -
•»NVe<Vl3*' * ] • 
- I mwBe'PlFs*) + mNmpBe(FlPl4*) * KBe<''2^12* 
"'NS®e'Vl2*> + * 
& + VpBe'FgF,;*) + 
Z-'/Ve'PéV' - VpBe'FgF/) + 
(™'-f-mKRe(PlPn*) - ®e<^1^13*' " "NSe'W' 
'»NVe'Vl2*' - -
57 . 
- 2m„n.pR^ ( FgP^* ) + m^E, ( PgF^j* ) ] + 
+ 2m„(PN)%(P2P^j^.) + 2 B^fPeV + 
P 
+ [{PN)2-m/m/] . [-m„H^(P3P^o') + 
+ %(PN)B^(F3PJ^ ^*) + (PN)Eg(F3F^3') -
- + Re'VlO*) 
- 2(PN)R^(P^P^g*) + + 
+ Z^Ve'Vu*' - -
- • 
The Rg to in Equation 59 are defined as follows: 
1 ^8 = + Vn^^"I<Pitt's*' '' 
+ I -
- ^11^12*' + 2 v/^™'^12^13*'  
+ (PN)[lm(PiF4*) + 2n>N">pIm(I'2V + 
+ 8Vp:m'V6*) - "Nlm'Ffa*) -
- i"Nlm'Vl3*' + I -
- Vlm'Pl2V^ + (fN)2 CaljFjPi,*) + 
- 2(Nd)]2^w^m% - + 
-2(Nd)3^ui(N(i)'i7 - (*^d^d)®a{2^i"2^"'-2(Nd)} (N(i)-l7 + 
^lu 
gfWd) ui ^ 
+ (*ZtaZj)®H(Nd)^mKmZ - (*^^jI^d)®H^(Nd)l7 + 
+ + ( *^dl^d) ®a(Nd)Z + 
+ (*^^g^a)^a(Nd)^w^wZ + (*^"'-d^d)\^ui^ui(M)Z + 
+ + (*'^"'-d^d)®a(Nd)Z -
- (*0tjtj)3y (Nd)^w + (*^d^d)®a(Md)-] = ^H^Z 
+ (*^tgTTj)WiNw _ -
- (*^d^d)^l^w2^w% + ( A^d)"'l^A't7 + 
+ (A^d)"'l(Nd)-t7-] * [Z^^^i-gCNd)] + [(A^d)"'l2 + 
9; 
-g (Nd)} ^111+7 + (aOtjGjj^Sfg^^Wg^'w-^fWdXi^wz + 
+ (*^d^d)®H(Nd)^m^m2 + ( ) ®a{ " 
-2(Nd)](NJ)8 - -
2(Nd)](Nd)^ - (*^Vd)®a[2^"^2^"^-2(Nd)3 (Nd)^7 -
- (*"'-Vd)®a[2%^"i-2(Nd)} (Nd)^ui^ui8 + 
+ (*°^d'^d)®a{2^m2^ui-^(M)3 2^A^ -
^ (*^"^d^d ) ®HC -
-2(Nd)](Nd)Z - (*^td9d)^H2(Nd)^wZ -
- (*^'"-d^d)®a2(Nd)2 + (*ttj9j)3y^(Kd)^w^M7 -
- (*^d^d)®a(Nd)^ui2 - (*^^dCd)®H2(Nd)Z -
- (*^^d^d)®a(Nd)^A + (*^^d^d)®H(Nd)^w + 
+ (*T^d^d)^H(Nd)2^m^mz + ( *°^d^d) -
- (*^d^d)®H^"J^ui + (*^''-d'^d)®H[2^ui2^'" " 
- 2(Nd)3^ui^ui - (*^Vd)®a(Nd)^ui^m2 -
1 
- (*"'-Vd)®a[2^m2^ui-2(Nd)} (Nd)-t7 + 
• 65 
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2{(PN)^-mj^2mp^3Rg(FgF^^*) + 4{(PN)' 
24Bio = + 3mpRe(PiPio*) - 'KPN)B^(PiF^f) + 
+ %mpE^(PlFi3*) + ltmpm^H^(F^P^^*) + 
+ 4(PN)R (F„F *) - 4m (PN)R (F.F, *) + 
e Z y p e  2  lU 
^ 8m/(PW)\(F2P^^^>) - tmpn,„E^(F2Pi2*) + 
+ 2Vp\(^2^f) - %(P'')E^{P2P,^*) -
- 8(PM)V (F^F^*) - 8mp[(PN)^-ra/mp^]Rg(F^F3_Q*) -
- l6m^2(PN)[(PN)2_m^2mp2]R^(Fyp^^*) _ 
- 8mpmjj(PN)Rg(F^F^2*) + 4mpm^[(PN)2-
- "•NS'\<''3V - 2(PH)R^(P3P,O* )  +  
- iHT,/(PN)E^(FjF^^*) - %Rg(FgFg') + 
+ 4(PN)B: (F/F^.*) - 4m^(PN)R^(F.F,„*) -
e  o  p  e  o  i j  
- 4[(PN)2-niA ^]Rg(PgPj^^o) + 8m%(PN)Rg(PyPg*) + 
+ 8mjj((PN)2-my2^p2)Hg(F^F^^*) + t(PN )2-
-  -  8(PN) \ (P7F^2*'  -
- 8((PN)^-mj,V^}Bg(P^F^j*) - l6t(PM)^-
24Bii = [n,p(PN)E^(P^F^g.) + Zm/s^(P^F^') t 
+ - Sm^ZCPHjR^CPjP^M -
- + 8m^[(PN)%\2}E^(P^P^^.) + 
+ n,/E^(P5PloM - NlPN'Ee'Vlo"' " 
- - 2VN\(VI3*' + 
+ 8m/Rg(F^F^*) - d m / m ) R ^ { F ^ F ^ ^ * )  ]. 
24^12 = C-2m/(PH)H^(P^P^^') + 2mpm„3E^(PiF„*) + 
+ 2mpm/E^(PlP^^*) - 2mpm„2(PH)B^(F2P^Q*) + 
4m/(PN)\(P2P^^*) - 2mpm^\(P2P^2*) + 
+ 2m (PNjZRgfFgFij*) - ^mpfPNjR^tFgF^^*) -
- ').mpm/t(PH)2-m„2mp2jg^(p^p^^.) _ 
62 
- 4mpmg^(PN)Rg(PjP^2*) - lHll^(PN) {(PN)2-
+ 2m^2(PN)Rg(Fi^Pç') - Zm^mM^SgCP^Pi^*) -
- 2lllNt(PN)2.m/mp2}B^(F^p^^*) . (PN)m/Rg(F^P^p*) + 
- 2m/(PN)R^(FjP^^») + 2m^(PN)2R^(FgP^j,*) -
- -
- 2m/{(PN)2-m^^mp^3R^(FgF^^*) - 4ni^(PN) {(PN)^-
- "NV'Se'VlO*' + 8n,pm„3{(PN)2-
- «'NS^^He'Vll'' - %^[(PN)2-m^2™p2)E^(P^F^3*)-
- 8mj,2((PN)2-m„2^p2jg^(p^p^^,, + zmpmg^EgtPgPg.) _ 
- 2m/(PN)R^(PgF^2») : . 
X13, and X^^ are obtained from X^ + X^^, X^^, and X^^» 
respectively, by changing to i in the latter expres­
sions. Here the are redefined such that the F^, F^, 
63. 
^3' ^5' ^ 6' ^ 7' ^ 8' ^ 9' ^ 10' ^ 11' ^ 12' ^13' ^i4 
are the F^, F^, F^, F^ - F^, F^, F^, Fg -
^9' ^ 10' ^ 11 ^12' ^ 13' ^ 14' ^15 •*" ^16' respectively, 
of Equation 25• 
